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LOGLINE
When their dying father makes a sudden change to his will, two 
half-brothers from different worlds – one a Hong Kong labourer, 
the other a Vancouver businessman – must decide what they 

value most – money or family.

After decades spent building a shipping company from the ground 
up, now at the end of his life, the workaholic and success-obsessed 
Zhou is wondering what it all really amounted to. 
  
When he makes a sudden change to his will and to the inheritance his 
children stand to receive, both his eldest son Danny and his 
previously-unknown younger son Cheng are faced with an age-old 
dilemma. In the pursuit of wealth, how much is enough, and at what 
cost? Each must decide between devoting their lives to the family 
business, or breaking away from it in order to live a life their father 
never could.

SYNOPSIS 



STORY
Workaholic, success-obsessed Zhou Li spent decades building a shipping 
company from the ground up and now at the end of his life, he’s wondering 
what it all really amounted to. 

When he makes a sudden change to his will and to the inheritance his 
children stand to receive, his two very different sons are faced with an age-
old dilemma: in the pursuit of wealth, how much is enough, and at what 
cost?  Each must decide between devoting their lives to the family business, 
or breaking away from it in order to live a life their father never could. 

Eldest son Danny is fully consumed running the business his father started. 
He takes recent adjustments to the will as a personal affront and refuses to 
accept any change to his standing, making him even more oblivious to the 
needs and troubles of his own family. 

Nineteen year old Cheng is the son Zhou never met. Cheng has been 
obsessed with getting rich ever since he understood what money was. Now 
that a chance has presented itself, Cheng soon realizes that money comes 
with strings attached and he'll be lucky if he can untangle himself in time to 
make it out alive.



Benedict Yuen as Cheng
Newcomer Benedict Yuen is turning heads in the role of the naive-but-earnest Cheng, 
chasing a dream of wealth that might just be his undoing. Benedict’s performance perfectly 
embodies the eternal struggle of youthful idealism against the harsh complexities of life.

Raugi Yu as Danny
Known for his recurring roles on jPod, Mr Young, and DaVinci’s Inquest among other TV 

series, Raugi is also a director, acting coach, and is a fixture in Vancouver’s theatre scene. 
As Danny he brings a conflicted vulnerability that anchors the entire film.

Theresa Wong as Gloria
A career that spans a wide gamut of TV and Film work prepared Theresa for the fiery role of Gloria. 
A series-regular on many 1990’s Australian soaps, contestant of MasterChef Australia 2016, and 
host of GustoTV’s A is for Apple, Theresa possesses an amazing ability to connect with audiences.

Tseng Chang as Zhou
A legend within the Chinese film scene, you’ll recognize Tseng Chang from Dim Sum Funeral, 
Romeo Must Die, and Shanghai Noon. Honoured by the Hong Kong government in 2002 with 
a Lifetime Achievement award, Tseng Chang brings a focused gravity to the role of Zhou.



DIRECTOR, Ben Hoskyn

After discovering his passion for music and film during teenage years 
spent in Hong Kong, Ben studied TV Production at Vancouver’s 
renowned BCIT. With over a decade of experience bringing other’s films 
to completion as a producer and cinematographer, Ben turned his 
attention to developing and directing his own stories.

PRODUCER, Nate Estabrooks

A graduate of the prestigious Norman Jewison Canadian Film 
Centre, Nate has worked his way up from tiny micro-budget 
features to multi-million dollar productions, giving him an 
exceptionally wide and practical film experience to draw from.

SCREENWRITER, Allan Mackey

A multi-disciplinary writer, Allan Mackey has written four 
produced independent movies, a handful of short films, and 
three produced stage plays, the most recent of which is currently 
being adapted and expanded to become his third novel. 



PRAISE FOR “8 MINUTES AHEAD”
“8 MINUTES AHEAD is a directorial debut that incorporates the very best of 
Hong Kong filmmaking: exciting action, romance, and vibrant color… As 
someone with a soft-spot for great action movies, this was a no-brainer” 
ASIAN AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL 2018 

“A surprisingly effective debut feature from filmmaker Ben Hoskyn… 
gorgeous flowing shots… I was moved by the storyline” 
EFILMCRITIC.COM 

“This film has a rather brilliant setup… It has much to say about the 
immigration experience for many Chinese who come to the new world with 
hopes and ambitions, but who can never truly leave their homes behind.” 
WHISTLER FILM FESTIVAL 2017 

Festivals:   2017 Whistler Film Festival   
 2018 Asian American Int Film Festival (NYC)
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